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AJ (Allison Josephine) Smith – AJ is a 16 year old girl who recently lost her father a couple of years ago. She is a
very laid back and original character. She has two brothers and a mom.
Kate Kelly – Kate comes from a very successful and wealthy family. She thrives to be the perfect student and
child.
Micah Smith – Micah is Ad’s older brother and also the only man in her house. He is a role model to AJ and very
supportive of her.
Kaden Kelly – Kaden is Kate’s brother who also goes to the same high school as AJ and Kate. He becomes
interested and wants to go to the prom with AJ.

Review:
This story takes place in Nashville where the main character AJ Smith moved. She moved with her mother and
two brothers. About two years after her dad passed away, her mom decides to move everyone there for a fresh start.
AJ expects that wearing her dad’s old mechanic shop shirt won’t make her stand out. On her first day, #newgirl
becomes a new trend. AJ doesn’t understand what causes all of this attention to her but it’s obvious she doesn’t like it.
Kate Kelly also doesn’t like how the new girl is the talk of the school. Towards the end of AJ’s first day of school she
meets Kaden and uses her car skills to lend him a hand. Later on, more drama begins and because of all of the attention
that #newgirl is bringing, AJ is asked to co-star in a reality TV show. They soon find out that AJ and Kate will both be in it
and the cameras will be following them everywhere! AJ isn’t sure that she wants this extra attention while Kate wants it
all – just not with AJ. Kate has no choice though. The producers are convinced it’ll be a hit with the two girls in it. Kate
slowly learns to like AJ and eventually with the help of Kaden, AJ does the pilot for the show.
I really liked this book and you will too if you like drama and romance! This is a good book for teenagers and for
kids going into high school. The story was a fun read and really flowed for me. Once I started reading, I wanted to keep
going to see how it would end! It is a very good book to read in your free time and just for the fun of reading! I would
actually recommend that this book be turned into a movie. Thumbs up.

